
1.What brands or products do you like?

Generally speaking, I don’t have a huge amount of brand loyalty
and I end up buying things from all kinds of different shops and
companies. Whenever I make a big purchase, I have a look at
several options and shop around to find the best deal.

This isn’t the case with smaller purchases, especially fast food. If
I’m in an unfamiliar place I will usually seek out a McDonalds
because you know what you’re going to get – their burgers are the
same everywhere. Sometimes I feel like I should be more audacious
with my food choices, but it’s a bit of a minefield when you go off
the beaten track with fast food, there is no guarantee of quality. 

I’m a bit of a sucker for trends too. If it suddenly becomes cool to
wear Adidas trainers I’ll go out and buy a pair! So I guess the type of
clothes I like is always in flux, sometimes I look at clothes I used to
wear a year ago and think ‘what was I thinking? That’s hideous!’

However, I do have some weird hang-ups about brands. For
example, I never buy Apple products because I hate the smug
advertising – I know iPads are good products, I just have a mental
block about buying them!
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1.What brands or products do you like?

Generally speaking ⼀般來說 , I don’t have a huge amount of brand
loyalty 品牌的忠誠度 and I end up 最終會 buying things from all kinds of
different shops and companies. Whenever I make a big purchase 買⼀些
⽐較貴或者⼤量的東西, I have a look at several options and shop around to
find the best deal.

This isn’t the case with  情況就不⼀樣 smaller purchases, especially fast
food. If I’m in an unfamiliar place I will usually seek out 挑選 a McDonalds
because you know what you’re going to get – their burgers are the same
everywhere. Sometimes I feel like I should be more audacious ⼤膽的
with my food choices, but it’s a bit of a minefield 踩地雷 when you go off
the beaten track 偏離⼀般  with fast food, there is no guarantee of
quality 沒有品質保證. 

I’m a bit of a sucker 容易上當受騙的⼈  for trends too. If it suddenly
becomes cool to wear Adidas trainers I’ll go out and buy a pair! So I guess
the type of clothes I like is always in flux 不斷改變 , sometimes I look at
clothes I used to wear a year ago and think ‘what was I thinking? That’s
hideous 醜陋的!’

However, I do have some weird hang-ups about 有⼀點莫名其妙的焦慮
brands. For example, I never buy Apple products because I hate the smug
advertising 沾沾⾃喜的廣告 – I know iPads are good products, I just have
a mental block about 有點⼼理因素 buying them!
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1.What brands or products do you like?

_________________________________________, I don’t have a huge amount of
_________________________________________ and I _______________________ buying
things from all kinds of different shops and companies. Whenever I
_________________________________________, I have a look at several options and
shop around to find the best deal.

_________________________________________ smaller purchases, especially fast food. If
I’m in an unfamiliar place I will usually __________________a McDonalds because
you know what you’re going to get – their burgers are the same everywhere.
Sometimes I feel like I should be more ____________________ with my food choices,
but it’s _________________________________________ when you
_________________________________________ with fast food, there is
_________________________________________. 

I’m _________________________________________ for trends too. If it suddenly
becomes cool to wear Adidas trainers I’ll go out and buy a pair! So I guess the
type of clothes I like is always _______________________, sometimes I look at clothes I
used to wear a year ago and think ‘what was I thinking? That’s
______________________!’

However, I do have some _________________________________________ brands. For
example, I never buy Apple products because I hate the
_________________________________________ – I know iPads are good products, I just
_________________________________________ buying them!
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Generally speaking, I don’t have a huge
amount of brand loyalty and I end up
buying things from all kinds of different
shops and companies. Whenever I make a
big purchase, I have a look at several
options and shop around to find the best
deal.

This isn’t the case with smaller purchases,
especially fast food. If I’m in an unfamiliar
place I will usually seek out a McDonalds
because you know what you’re going to
get – their burgers are the same
everywhere. Sometimes I feel like I should
be more audacious with my food choices,
but it’s a bit of a minefield when you go
off the beaten track with fast food,
there is no guarantee of quality. 

I’m a bit of a sucker for trends too. If it
suddenly becomes cool to wear Adidas
trainers I’ll go out and buy a pair! So I
guess the type of clothes I like is always in
flux, sometimes I look at clothes I used to
wear a year ago and think ‘what was I
thinking? That’s hideous!’

However, I do have some weird hang-ups
about brands. For example, I never buy
Apple products because I hate the smug
advertising – I know iPads are good
products, I just have a mental block about
buying them!

Generally speaking ⼀般來說

brand loyalty 品牌的忠誠度

end up 最終會

make a big purchase 買⼀些貴的或者多的

This isn't the case with 情況就不⼀樣

seek out 挑選

audacious ⼤膽的

a bit of a minefield 踩地雷

go off the beaten track 偏離正常軌道

no guarantee of quality 沒有品質保證

a bit of a sucker for 容易上當受騙的⼈

in flux 不斷改變的

hideous 醜陋的

weird hang-ups about 有⼀點莫名其妙的焦慮

smug advertising 沾沾⾃喜的廣告

have a mental block about 有⼀點⼼理因素
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